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WEEK 1
F LICENSE (7-8 YEAR OLDS) – WEEK 1

			

TRAINING OBJECTIVES: DRIBBLING WITH THE HEAD UP
• To improve dribbling and ball familiarity.
• To work on dribbling with the head up.

I. Warm-up: The Network
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Low-Medium
ACTIVITY TIME: 1-2 minutes
DURATION: 8 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

II. Main Part: Small-Sided Activity
(Freeze Tag)

III. Main Part: Expanded Activity
(2v2 / 3v3 / 4v4 to an end zone)

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium
ACTIVITY TIME: 2 minute
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 2 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Place different colored cones Organization (Physical Environment /
within a playing area. Each player has their own ball. At Equipment / Players): To start, have players run
first, peform the activity without the ball. A) Run and
touch cones with hands, B) Run and touch cones with
feet, C) Run and hop over cones with two feet, D) Run
and hop over cones with one foot. Then add a ball. Have
the players dribble from cone to cone. A) Dribble
around a cone, B) Dribble to a new color.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: Dribbling with

with balls in their hands. If player gets tagged then 5
touch-ups to get unfrozen. Then progress to dribbling
a ball. If player gets tagged by the coach then a
teammate has to unfreeze them by passing ball under
the legs or dribbling around them. Play for a period
then make the boundaries smaller.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: Dribbling with
the head up. Working on movement ability (w/out ball). the head up. Introduce how to turn the ball with the
inside of the foot. Ask them to show how they get
away from being tagged.

Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Create two endzones and
put a ball in each. There is also one game ball. Play
2v2, 3v3 or 4v4. The objective is to dribble the ball
into the other team’s endzone. When a team is
successful, they retrieve another ball from their
defending endzone and try again. The first team to
get all three balls in the other team’s endzone wins.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
Introducing how to dribble around an opponent. Ask
players to show you how they go around someone.

IV. Game: 4v4
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: High
ACTIVITY TIME: 3 minutes
DURATION: 10 minutes
REPETITIONS: 2
RECOVERY TIME: 2 minutes
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Play 3v3 to small goals. At
first play “NEW BALL.” Whenever a ball goes out of
bounds the players will receive a new ball from the
coach. Play until one ball is left. After that show what
occurs after the ball goes out of bounds (kick-in, goal
kick, corner kick, etc.) End with “Super High Fives.”
Make them jump in the air to slap the coach “five.”

Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
Play and enjoy!

			WEEK 2

F LICENSE (7-8 YEAR OLDS) – WEEK 2

TRAINING OBJECTIVES: PUSH PASS
• To improve passing the ball. Specifically the push pass.
• To develop working with a teammate.

I. Warm-up: “Back to Coach - Pairs” II. Main Part: Gates
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Low-Medium
ACTIVITY TIME: 1-2 minutes
DURATION: 8 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium
ACTIVITY TIME: 2 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Players are in pairs. Coach

Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Each pair has a ball. Make

tosses ball and each pair brings the ball back to the
coach by passing it back to each other. A) Get it back
to coach B) make a specific amount of passes, C)
Coach walks away. Now can they find the coach?

small gates. Progression: A) Players pass ball back
and forth through gate. See how many they can get in
20 seconds, B) Pass through gate and go to a new one.
C) Pass through gate two times then go to a new one.
D) Coach and assistants walk around and block a gate.
E) Challenge them to make a longer pass. Can they
pass the ball through two gates?

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: Dribbling
with the head up. Striking the ball with the biggest
part of the foot, which is the inside.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: Push pass.
What part of the foot do you use to pass the ball?
(Inside, instep, or outside).

III. Main Part: Expanded Activity
(2v2, 3v3 to a target)
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 2 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Play 2v2, 3v3 with a parent
or assistant coach inside each endzone. The object is
to try and pass the ball to one of the coaches in the
endzone.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
What part of the foot do you use to score? What if you
can’t pass? Then what? (pass the ball to a teammate)

IV. Game: 4v4
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 3 minutes
DURATION: 10 minutes
REPETITIONS: 2
RECOVERY TIME: 2 minutes
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Play small-sided game to
goals.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
Play and enjoy!

			
WEEK 3
F LICENSE (7-8 YEAR OLDS) – WEEK 3

			

TRAINING OBJECTIVES: REDIRECTING THE BALL

10-15 yards

10-15 yards

• To improve how to redirect or receive the ball. “Take it somewhere new.”
• To develop how to work with a teammate.

15-20 yards

I. Warm-up: The Triangle

II. Main Part: 2v1 4 goal game

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Low-Medium
ACTIVITY TIME: 1-2 minutes
DURATION: 8 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 2 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Players are in pairs and share

Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Divide the field in

one ball. Each pair makes a triangle with cones. Triangles
should be around 2 yards apart. The player with the ball
passes the ball through the triangle. The player receiving the
ball tries to redirect the ball around a cone and then pass the
ball back through. A) See how many times they can pass the
ball back through the triangle without hitting the cones.
B) See which pair can make the most passes back through the
triangle without touching the cones.

half. Two players from the attacking team each go to a half.
They stay in that half. The object is to receive the ball from a
pair in the back half and score in one of the two side goals.
One player from the defending team also goes into a half.
They stay in their half. If they win the ball they try to score in
one of the other two side goals. If they win the ball they can
go into either half. Rotate the players around each round.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: Redirect the
ball with the inside of the foot. Can they do it with the
outside of the foot? First touch sets up their next touch.

III. Main Part: Expanded Activity
(3v3 / 4v4 Game to 4 goals)
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 2 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Play 3v3 / 4v4 to 4 goals.

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 3 minutes
DURATION: 10 minutes
REPETITIONS: 2
RECOVERY TIME: 2 minutes
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Play small-sided game to
goals.

Each team attacks two goals and defends two. Rotate Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
the players to a new role and let them experience
Play and enjoy!
redirecting the ball in a different part of the field.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
What part of the foot do you use to redirect the ball?

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: Focus on how they Where should you redirect the ball if the opponent is

redirect the ball. What part of the foot do you use to redirect
the ball? Can they take it somewhere new?

IV. Game: 4v4

coming at you? (away from pressure)

			
WEEK 4
F LICENSE (7-8 YEAR OLDS) – WEEK 4
TRAINING OBJECTIVES: STRIKING THE BALL
• To improve striking the ball.
• To continue to work on dribbling with the head up and striking the ball.

I. Warm-up: “Goal to Goal”

II. Main Part: Moving Goal

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Low-Medium
ACTIVITY TIME: 1-2 minutes
DURATION: 8 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium
ACTIVITY TIME: 2 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Players pair up with one ball.

Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Coach and Assistant

They both make a goal. The object is to score a goal.
Rules: 1. The player not striking the ball can not use
their hands unless for safety reason. 2. If a ball is
controlled by the player not striking the ball they have
two touches to shoot the ball back. 3. Progress to they
can only hit a ball that is moving.

(Parent) hold a pool noodle or tie bibs together.
Players pair up and are instructed to dribble their
soccer ball and try to score on the “Moving Goal”!
Coaches lower the goal to encourage shooting lower.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: Dribbling with
the head up. What part of the foot can they use to
Coaching Points / Key Concepts: Striking the ball score a goal. Playing with a teammate.
with their instep. The non-striking foot should be next
to and slightly ahead of the ball. Keep the head and
shoulders forward. Try to land on their shooting foot.

III. Main Part: Expanded Activity
(2v2 / 3v3 Get out of here!)
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 2 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Bring two teams together.
Play 2v2 to goals. When the ball goes out of bounds,
the coach yells “Get outta here” and the players on
the field run off. A new pair runs on. Note: Make the
field smaller so the ball goes out of bounds and the
players aren’t waiting too long in line.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
What part of the foot do you use to score? What if you
can’t shoot? Then what? (pass the ball to someone
who can)

IV. Game: 4v4
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 3 minutes
DURATION: 10 minutes
REPETITIONS: 2
RECOVERY TIME: 2 minutes
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Play small-sided game to
goals.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
Play and enjoy!

			
WEEK 5
F LICENSE (7-8 YEAR OLDS) – WEEK 5

			

TRAINING OBJECTIVES: IMPROVING INTERMEDIATE-LONG PASSES
• To improve intermediate range passes (8-12 yards).
• To improve long range passes for the U8 player (15-20 yards).

I. Warm-up: Clean The Yard

II. Main Part: 2v2 / 3v3 to a target

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Low-Medium
ACTIVITY TIME: 1-2 minutes
DURATION: 8 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium
ACTIVITY TIME: 1 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 6
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

Organization (Physical Environment /
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Divide into two teams. Each team Equipment / Players): Play 2v2, 3v3 with a parent
goes to a half. Use an odd number of balls. The objective of
the game is to strike the ball into the other team’s yard. Each
team wants to have a clean yard when time is called by the
coach. The team that has the fewest balls on their side when
time is called gets a point. Play to a certain amount of points
or for time. Progress: Require a pass to be made to a
teammate before the ball can be struck back to the other half.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: Striking the ball
with their instep. The non-‐striking foot should be next to
and slightly away of the ball.

or assistant coach inside each endzone. The object is
to try and pass the ball to one of the coaches in the
endzone.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: What part of
the foot do you use to make a longer pass? What if
you can’t pass? Then what? (pass the ball to a
teammate)

III. Main Part: Expanded Activity
(Outside Goals)
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 2 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Play 4v4 game. Each team
has two goals they can score on and two goals to
defend. The goals are placed 10-15 yards outside of
the playing area. Play a normal game except in order
to score in one of the two goals, the ball must be
passed from inside the playing area.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
What part of the foot do you use to make a longer
pass? What if you can’t pass? Then what? (pass to a
teammate)

IV. Game: 4v4
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 3 minutes
DURATION: 10 minutes
REPETITIONS: 2
RECOVERY TIME: 2 minutes
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Play small-sided game to
goals.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
Play and enjoy!

			
WEEK 6
F LICENSE (7-8 YEAR OLDS) – WEEK 6
TRAINING OBJECTIVES: TEACHING WITH SMALL-SIDED GAMES
• To work on teaching technique within a small-sided game.
• Find enjoyment in playing small-sided games
• To work on teaching simple principles of play (Attacking: penetration and depth / Defending: pressure and cover).

I. Warm-up: Paint The Grass

II. Main Part: Last Player Back

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Low-Medium
ACTIVITY TIME: 1-2 minutes
DURATION: 8 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 1 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 6
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

III. Main Part: Expanded Activity
(More to Score)
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 2 minutes
DURATION: 12 minutes
REPETITIONS: 4
RECOVERY TIME: 1 minute

IV. Game: 4v4
ACTIVITY INTENSITY: Medium-High
ACTIVITY TIME: 3 minutes
DURATION: 10 minutes
REPETITIONS: 2
RECOVERY TIME: 2 minutes

Organization (Physical Environment /
Organization (Physical Environment /
Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Players are in pairs. Each pair Equipment / Players): Players are in pairs or groups of Organization (Physical Environment /
Equipment / Players): Play small-sided game to
3. Play a game to goals. The team that has the ball must
shares one ball. Pairs try to pass the ball in an area.
goals.
Equipment / Players): Play 4v4 game. The game is a
Instruct players that they should try to paint the field always attack with everyone. The team that is defending,
normal game excepts each team attempts to get
Coaching Points / Key Concepts:
sends
someone
back
to
stand
on
the
goal
line.
They
become
with the ball by passing. Try to paint the whole playing
area.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: Push pass
Redirecting the ball – Can they take it somewhere new?
Working with a teammate Spatial awareness. They may run
next to each other. Can they find a space away from their
partner?

a goalkeeper. When the team that is defending wins the ball
that player that was in goal now come out and the team that
was attacking sends someone (usually the last player) back
to stand on the goal line.

more of their teammates to score. The team that has
more teammates score after 4 repetitions wins the
game.

Coaching Points / Key Concepts: What part of the foot

Technical objectives: Dribbling, passing, redirecting
the ball. This activity also promotes teamwork as they
have to attempt to include more players in the
scoring process.

do you use to make a longer pass? What if you can’t pass?
Then what? (pass the ball to a teammate) How do you win
the ball back?

Coaching Points / Key Concepts:

Play and enjoy!

			OTHER GAMES

Traffic Lights
Instruction
All kids have a ball each. Use area to dribble ball around with both feet.
Different actions are made when colour/command is shouted or shown with
markers.
RED!! Stop the ball with sole of foot. Arms crossed, facing the session leader.
AMBER!! Stop ball, toe taps with both feet on top of the ball
GREEN!! Players dribble with both feet around the area
PUNCTURE!! Stop the ball, crouch down to pump up tyre (ball)
MOT!! Dribble ball to garage (marked area) and wait for repairs to be finished
POLICE!! Dribble the ball quicker
REVERSE!! Walk backwards with the ball using sole of feet
BUY A NEW CAR!! Players swap balls

			

			OTHER GAMES

Traffic Lights 2
Instruction
Set the scenario by which the participants are now driving a car, at first the all
could be used as a steering wheel before\ dribbling is introduced. Ask the
participants for which traffic signal means what. When the coach holds up a red
cone it means, stop and put your foot on the ball. Orange/Amber = toe
taps/touches with inside of the foot. Green = GO ! Other signals can be
introduced including reverse in which the participant would drag the ball
backwards whilst always looking behind them and beeping. ICY ROADS would
encourage the participants to take big touches from side to side to mimic a
slippery surface. TRAFFIC JAM signals for everyone to sit down still.
Coaching Points
Encourage small, close touches to improve control. However prompt the
participants for this response. Be aware of where other participants are by
keeping your head up. Always check both shoulders whilst in reverse.

			OTHER GAMES

KING OF THE RING
Instruction
Each kid has a ball and uses the area to dribble
around
On command ‘KING OF THE RING’ , players
attempt to keep control of their ball inside the
area and kick others balls out

			

			OTHER GAMES

Pirates Chest - There are 4 teams required each with their own ‘island’. One
player at a time from each team moves into the centre to take a football and
dribble back to their team’s ‘island’. Upon returning another player can move to
take another ball. Depending on the ability of your group you may wish to add
in a gate (as shown in the diagram) that players have to dribble through on the
way back.
Coaching Points - Take small touches, keeping ball close to body. Stop the
ball on your ‘island’ using the sole of your foot. Use inside and outside of the
foot to dribble football. Make sure that only one player per team is running into
the centre. Also make players aware they need to look where other players are,
as a point of safety.

Shark Attack – Each player has a ball within the central area or the ‘pirate ship’.
They should dribble their ball trying to keep it on the ship. Ou twith the ship in
the ‘water’ are the coaches acting as the ‘sharks’. When they shout shark
attack, all the players must try and dribble their football to one of the 4 islands
without being caught by the coach. It is up to the coach whether to allow
players this age to be sharks or whether just to allow them to take their place
back on the ship, even if caught.
Coaching Points – take small touches keeping the ball close to feet.

			OTHER GAMES

Crab Game
Instruction
Kids must try and dribble football over to other side of hall without the crab (person
in the middle) kicking or grabbing their football with their feet. If football is caught,
kid turns into crab. Kids who are crabs are not allowed to stand and have to move
around on their bum. Keep playing until only one kid is still got their football.
Coaching Point
Awareness of space and other kids, small touches on football, look where you’re
going, changing direction, stopping football.

			

			OTHER GAMES

1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Instruction
Each kid dribbling with a ball.
Different action for different command
1! On your bum. Kids shout back the action and sit on ball
2! On your shoe. Kids shout back the action and place sole of foot on ball
3! On your Knee. Kids shout back the action, kneel on ball
4! Off the floor. Kids shout back the action, pick up the ball
5! Staying alive. Kids stop the ball and sing bee gee’s classic ‘staying alive

			OTHER GAMES

Planet Game
Instruction
Kids stay out of the planets (boxes) and dribble around "space", when coach
shouts a colour planet, kids must dribble over to planet and sit on ball in
coloured box. When in each box, kids perform different skills e.g toe taps,
sidies, rolling football, bounce catch ball, throw catch ball, headers etc
Coaching Points
small touches, dribble slowly, keep ball close to feet, stop ball with hands or
feet if it runs away from you.

			

			OTHER GAMES

Spiderman Tig
Instruction
Participant must dribble away from catcher, in order to catch someone the catcher
must throw their bib in the same way Spiderman would fire his web. Once caught
the participant must stand with the ball held above their head. In order to become
free, a team mate must pass the ball through the participants legs.
Coaching Point
Promotes participants awareness of space and allows lots of opportunity to touch
the ball. Encourages communication between participants and promotes working
together. The change of direction by both the catcher and the dribbler will help
improve the participants balance. Be sure to cover safety aspects such as keeping
the head up whilst running to avoid collisions.

			OTHER GAMES

Warm Up – Valleys and volcanoes. Group is split into 2 teams. The valleys
have to turn as many cones as possible upside down (looking like a valley).
Working against them are the volcanoes who are turning the cones the
‘right’ way up.

			

			OTHER GAMES

Pirates Chest - There are 4 teams required each with their own ‘island’. One
player at a time from each team moves into the centre to take a football and
dribble back to their team’s ‘island’. Upon returning another player can move to
take another ball. Depending on the ability of your group you may wish to add
in a gate (as shown in the diagram) that players have to dribble through on the
way back.
Coaching Points - Take small touches, keeping ball close to body. Stop the
ball on your ‘island’ using the sole of your foot. Use inside and outside of the
foot to dribble football. Make sure that only one player per team is running into
the centre. Also make players aware they need to look where other players are,
as a point of safety.

Shark Attack – Each player has a ball within the central area or the ‘pirate ship’.
They should dribble their ball trying to keep it on the ship. Ou twith the ship in
the ‘water’ are the coaches acting as the ‘sharks’. When they shout shark
attack, all the players must try and dribble their football to one of the 4 islands
without being caught by the coach. It is up to the coach whether to allow
players this age to be sharks or whether just to allow them to take their place
back on the ship, even if caught.
Coaching Points – take small touches keeping the ball close to feet.

			OTHER GAMES

Game related practice
Instruction
Normal game, but with no goals. Points/goals are scored by dribbling
Through different coloured gates. 1pt for dribbling through red gate, 2 points for
dribbling through smaller yellow gates.
Progression: Smaller gates
Coaching points: Intensity, head up looking for best available gate

Conditioned game
Instructions
Before shooting/scoring into the goals, players must first dribble
Through either of the gates in each channel
Progression: Certain teams only use certain gates
Coaching points: Move ball quickly to create scoring opportunities

			

			OTHER GAMES

Instruction
Each player with a ball numbered 1, 2 , 3 & 4. When number is called
Turn out towards a goal and shoot
Progression: Use non-preferred foot
Coaching points: Head up, look at target, strike through ball

			OTHER GAMES

Game related practice
Instruction
4v4, teams numbered 1-4 and split into two, either side of goal. When numbered
Is called, take the ball and try to score into opposite goal before the other team
Progression: Introduce passive defender
Coaching points: Relax when taking shot, strike positively through the ball

